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The most important things in Simon Murray's life are football, friends, and film-in that order. His friends
despair of him ever meeting someone, but despite his loneliness, Simon is cautious about looking for more.
Then his best friends drag him to a party, where he barges into a football conversation and ends up defending
the honour of star forward Declan Tyler-unaware that the athlete is present. In that first awkward meeting,
neither man has any idea they will change each other's lives forever.

Like his entire family, Simon revels in living in Melbourne, the home of Australian Rules football and mecca
for serious fans. There, players are treated like gods-until they do something to fall out of public favour. This
year, the public is taking Declan to task for suffering injuries outside his control, so Simon's support is a
bright spot.

But as Simon and Declan fumble toward a relationship, keeping Declan's homosexuality a secret from well-
meaning friends and an increasingly suspicious media becomes difficult. Nothing can stay hidden forever.
Soon Declan will have to choose between the career he loves and the man he wants, and Simon has never
been known to make things easy-for himself or for others.

First Edition published by Dreamspinner Press (March 2009)
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From reader reviews:

Jose Jones:

Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also get a life style. This reading
practice give you lot of advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge the actual information
inside the book which improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what kind of
guide you read, if you want send more knowledge just go with knowledge books but if you want truly feel
happy read one along with theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. The Tigers & Devils is kind of
publication which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Theodore Parish:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information presently can get by anyone from
everywhere. The information can be a understanding or any news even a concern. What people must be
consider when those information which is from the former life are difficult to be find than now's taking
seriously which one works to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you have the
unstable resource then you have it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen with you if you take Tigers & Devils as your daily resource information.

April Miller:

This Tigers & Devils is completely new way for you who has intense curiosity to look for some information
mainly because it relief your hunger associated with. Getting deeper you into it getting knowledge more you
know otherwise you who still having tiny amount of digest in reading this Tigers & Devils can be the light
food for yourself because the information inside this book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books
develop itself in the form which is reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book form. People who think
that in reserve form make them feel tired even dizzy this reserve is the answer. So there is absolutely no in
reading a publication especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for you. So ,
don't miss this! Just read this e-book style for your better life in addition to knowledge.

Karen Morris:

A lot of guide has printed but it is different. You can get it by web on social media. You can choose the best
book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever by simply searching from it. It is referred to as of book
Tigers & Devils. Contain your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it can add your
knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about
publication. It can bring you from one destination to other place.
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